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MAC

Message Authentication Code

Up until this point when we were discussing the "security" around
messages we used either one of the following:

Encryption was used to create a seemingly "random" text from
our initial message which means nothing to the unauthroized
observers.

Hash functions were used to ensure data integrity and in some
cases help during authentication (for digital signatures).

Apart from these two aspects we may use a third type of "function"
which - in a sense - fuses some properties of the previous functions to
achieve the power to ensure data integrity and authentication at the
same time.



MAC

Message Authentication Code

To create a MAC, we need to combine encryption algorithms and hash
functions to generate a so-called cryptographic checksum, which is
a fixed-size block of data (similar to a hash value). However the main
difference of a hash function and a MAC is that a hash function only
requires the text as an input parameter, so if we use the same message
as an input, the output will always be the same. However for a MAC
we need to provide a private key along with the message, thus by
using different private keys, we can generate different MACs from the
same message. This way we can prove that the data did not get
modified "inside" the communication channel, since even if we know
the message, we cannot alter the MAC without a private key.
Similarly, we can also prove that the message is coming from the
"actual sender", since only he/she knows the secret key, thus noone
else is able to prepare a proper MAC for the message.
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At first glance, MACs can be easily confused with "regular" public
key encryption, since both of them require a public-secret key pair to
create an "unreadable" text from our message. However the main
difference between them is that a MAC do not need to be reversible,
since its task is only to authenticate and provide data integrity.
There are two main modells for message authentication and
confidentiality by using encryption and MACs:

Authentication tied to plaintext: we create a MAC based on a
private key and the unencrypted message, then encrypt the
message+MAC "pair" with an other private key.
Authentication tied to ciphertext: we encrypt the message first by
using a private key, then calculate the MAC by using an other
key and this encrypted message.

Typically the first modell is used, since in the second situation the
MAC is only able to prove the integrity of the encrypted text. Also in
the first case the MAC is also encrypted, which is more seucre.
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A legitimate question can arise however: "Since symmetric encryption
provide authentication, why not simply use them instead of a separate
MAC?" There are multiple answers for this question:

If the same message is transferred to multiple destinations then it
is faster and less resource-heavy to only have one "server" which
is responsible for authentication (only one server with the
appropriate keys) and possible decryption (if the message is also
encrypted).
Sometimes it is not required to encrypt the message (for example
parameters of a frequently used program), so it is a waste of
resources to encrypt-decrypt it all the time. However by using
MACs we can ensure that noone was tampering with these
parameters.
We can use different servers (or client-server side applications)
for secrecy and authentication, thus by using MACs we can
separate the two main aspects of data protection.



MAC

H(ash)MAC

Traditionally most of the MACs use symmetric block ciphers
(CMAC-AES, CMAC-DES,. . . ), however in recent years hash-based
MACs (HMAC-MD5, HMAC-SHA256,. . . ) are being more and more
frequent. The design objectives (according to RFC2104) for an
HMAC are the following:

Ability to use hash functions without any modification.

Ability to replace one hash function with an other.

Preserve the original "strength" of the hash function.

Easy key-handling.

Ability to easily prove and analyse the strength of the
authentication mechanism.

The first two requirements ensure that the hash function is "treated as
a black box".



User authentication

In most computer security contexts, user authentication is the
fundamental building block and the primary line of defense. The
process has two main steps:

Identification step: by the usage of an identification information
(e.g. user ID, username) we state our identity to the
authentication server.

Verification step: by the usage of a verification information (e.g.
password) we prove that the identity given in the previous step is
"justified" (i.e. we are authorized to use that user ID).

These two steps are "enough" if we ensure that only the authorized
people are able to perform the verification step. Usually it is easily
done "locally", when we do not need to put our login information on
the internet. However the situation becomes more dire if we want to
authenticate ourselves remotely.
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The NIST SP 800-63-2 E-Authentication Architectural Model

William Stallings: Cryptography and Network Security, Principles
and Practice, 6. edition, 2014.



User authentication

Means of authentication

1 Secret information: password, PIN, answer for security
questions,. . .

2 Possessed information: secret key, smart cards,
keycards,. . . (collectively called a token)

3 "Inherited" unsonscious information: fingerprints, retina- and
facescans,. . . (static biometrics)

4 Inherited but "conscious" information: voice, handwriting,
typing rythm,. . . (dynamic biometrics)



User authentication

Means of authentication - problems

1 Stealing, forgetting passwords.

2 Losing, stealing, damaging the token.

3 The devices can easily be damaged (dropping phones, breaking
camera lenses) and hard to replace. Injuries can also make
authentication impossible (burning of fingers).

4 Sickness can change the voice, handwriting can change over
time, etc.

Almost all of the possible variations for authentication are inherently
weak against replay type attacks.



User authentication

Protection against replay

To protect against replay attacks we can use the following approaches:

Use a special sequence of numbers at the end of the information.
This way if the attacker is simply replaying our identification
info he/she will not know the "next" number.

Using the local (or server) time (timestamps). The other party
only accepts our authentication info it is "close" to the actual
time.

Challenge and response: Alice who is expecting the information
from Bob first sends Bob a so-called nonce (challenging
information) and requires that Bobs’ response contains this
nonce value.



User authentication

Protection against replay - problems

Unfortunately none of the above methods are failproof.

The problem with adding a "special sequence of numbers" is that both
the verifier, both the subscriber must somehow keep track of this
number. Moreover the verifier needs to keep track of all of the users’
numbers. And if the attacker gains information about how to generate
this number, then he/she can easily log in.

The problem with timestamps is that it is very hard to synchronize
clocks between the users and the server. Moreover if there are any
delay between the messages (due to internet speed or temporary
network errors) it will be impossible to complete the verification
process. So we need to allow an adequately sized time window, which
in turn provides the attacker a good opportunity to break in. For this
reason timestamps are usually not used in connection-oriented
situations (only for logging the approx. time of login attempts).



User authentication

Protection against replay - problems

The problem with challenge and response is that it cannot be
used for connectionless applications, since the handshake must
happen between a remote party and the local user, and this
basically neutralizes the main point of the "connectionlessness".
Moreover it can also be easily seen that there is no point in
installing a "local hanshake server" to overcome this problem.



Remote user authentication

Remote user authentication using symmetric encryption

One of the most common ways to authenticate users over the internet
is to use a so-called KDC (Key Distribution Center) wich is able to
generate and share a keys for every user. In this scenario every user
and the KDC has the same key (called master key), so it is extremely
important that the KDC should be a trusted source, otherwise the full
communication can get compromised. However the master key is only
used to share the "session-keys", which is used for communication
between two parties. These session keys have a very short lifespan,
typically only used until one of the users logs out (or sometimes even
for only one message).
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Needham—Schroeder authentication protocol (source: Wikipedia)



Remote user authentication

The previous protocol is vulnerable to replay attacks, since an attacker
can use an older session key and forward it to Bob. This way Bob will
believe that Alice wants to talk to him. This attack can easily be
avoided by the inclusion of timestamps. For this, it is required to
synchronize the KDC’s and local clocks. If the senders’ clock is ahead
of the recipients’ clock, then the attacker can "steal" the appropriate
session key and simply replay it back at the given time (e.g. if the
clock on A’s PC and at KDC is at 13:00, while on Bob’s PC it is
12:00, then in this case if the attacker sabotages the communication
and steals (and later replays) this key somehow then since KDC and
Bob assumes that the clocks are synchronized he/she can initiate a
communication with Bob in the name of Alice when his clock
changes to 13:00).



Remote user authentication

A similar protocol can be used for one-way authentication as well.
This is mainly used for electronic messages (e-mails). Of course in
this case we do not want Bob to immediately answer Alice (since this
is not a "chat-like" situation), thus we do not require timestamps. The
main steps are the following:

1 Alice sends the server a nonce for handshake and the ID-s of
herself and Bob (e-mail addresses).

2 The server - by using Alice’s key - encrypts and sends back the
following information to Alice: the nonce, the session key, Bobs’
ID and {Alice’s ID and the session key encrypted with Bob’s
key}.

3 Alice sends Bob the {Alice’s ID and the session key encrypted
with Bob’s key} and her message encrypted by the session key.



Kerberos

Kerberos

Kerberos was developed at MIT to protect network services provided
by Project Athena. Nowadays we are using its 5th version (at the time
of creating these slides it is krb5-1.18.2). MS Windows uses the
Kerberos protocol as its default protocol for authentication. Moreover
many UNIX-like OS-es use or at least support the usage of this
protocol (e.g. macOS, RHEL,. . . ).

The problem which Kerberos addresses is the following: say we have
lots of users and lots of services which they can access. These services
are hosted on different servers. We want to find a way to authenticate
users and possibly restrict which services are available for them.
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Problems regarding distributed services

Some problems may arise when considering the previous situation:

We cannot simply authorize PCs (e.g. in the libraries), since it
can happen that a PC is used by multiple users.

We also cannot use IP addresses for authentication, since by
manipulating the network these can be altered.

Stealing or eavesdropping on login information allows the
attacker to replay that information to an other server to gain
access to services for which he/she is not authorized.

If each server uses its own authentication method, then it
becomes slow to switch between services, since we need to
authenticate ourselves over and over again.
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The idea behind Kerberos

Kerberos works by adding special "authentication server(s)" over the
"service-providing" servers, thus eliminating the need to authenticate
for each service separately. Moreover the authentication works "both
ways", which means that the servers also need to authenticate
themselves towards the users. The original requirements are the
following:

Secure: eavesdroppers should not be able to gain enough
information to impoersonate a valid user. On the other way
Kerberos servers cannot be the "weak link" in the authentication
process.
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The idea behind Kerberos - cont.

Reliable: if a Kerberos server is not working, then the services
linked under that server are also unavailable. Thus it is required
to have a distributed network where multiple Kerberos servers
can "jump in" if one if compromised.

Transparent: the user must only "care about" giving his/her
password and login ID.

Scalable: it should be easy to connect new servers and services
to an eyisting architecture.



Kerberos

The protocol itself is relying on the Needham—Schroeder symmetric
key authentication protocol (thus Kerberos also uses symmetric keys).
Since the protocol itself is quite long, we only provide its main steps:

1 The user enters a password, which gets transformed and then
used as the key of a symmetric encryption. This is done
"client-side".

2 The user sends his/her ID to the authentication server (AS) and
requests the use of some services. This is a regular, unencrypted
request.

3 AS checks if the user is allowed to use that service or not. If yes,
then AS gets the users’ password from its database and generates
a secret key by hashing it. Then it sends back two encrypted
messages (called a ticket) to the user, which contains the network
address of the user (or his/her ID), his/her session password,
validity period, the target servers’ address (or ID).
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4 When the user gets these two messages he/she tries to decrypt
the first one with the secret key from the first step. This first
message contains the session key. An important note is that the
user is not able to decrypt the other part of the message
(containing the server address, validity time, etc.), since it is
encrypted by the "other servers’" key.

5 If the user is able to get this session key, he/she can start the
authentication towards this "other server" by sending two
messages: the second (encrypted) part of the message from the
AS and the ID of the service what he/she wants to use and
his/her ID and a timestamp encrypted with the session key.

6 This server can decrypt the first message from the user (since it
is encrypted with the servers’ key). This part also contains the
session key as well, so now the server is also able to decrypt the
second part of the users’ message as well.
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7 If the user IDs from the two decrypted messages match, then this
server sends back two messages: the first is encrypted with the
services’ secret key (so not the servers’) and contains the user
ID, address, validity period and a new session key (which will be
used for the actual service). The second contains this "new
session key" encrypted with the session key from AS.

8 Finally the user can start to request the usage of the service by
using the previous two messages towards the "service providing
server" (SPS). He/she sends two messages: the first is the first
message from step 7) (so the one containing the "new session
key", ID, address), and the second is the ID of the user and a
timestamp encrypted by the "new session key".
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9 The SPS decrypts the first message by using the required
services’ secret key, and by this it receives the "new session key"
(and also the user ID). By using this session key, it can decrypt
the second message as well, which contains a timestamp and an
ID.

10 If the two IDs match then the SPS sends back the user the
following message: the timestamp from the users’ message
encrypted by the "new session key".

11 The user is able to decrypt this message and checks if the
timestamp is correct. If everything is OK, the user deems the
server "trustworthy" and initializes the usage of the service.

12 The server provides the service.



Thank you for your attention!


